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The original millstones of Ashdon Mill, together with their drive shafts and gears, 
were removed at some time after the mill ceased working. This was because the mill 
had become unsafe due to decayed timbers and the owners were afraid that the 
weight would cause it to collapse. Unfortunately the parts removed were not kept, 
and subsequently disappeared. 

Two pairs of second-hand millstones were obtained, repaired, and installed last year 
to re-equip the mill, but the drive shafts and gears are being made from scratch, as 
they are bespoke items. All windmills are slightly different, and the chances of any 
second-hand gears being the right size is nil. 

The brake-wheel or head-wheel in the mill has 104 cast-iron cogs. These are made 
in segments and bolted to the wooden wheel. When first built, the wheel would have 
been fitted with wooden cogs, but these were sawn off flush and the iron cogs put on 
instead, probably in the Victorian era. These cogs would have meshed with wooden 
cogs in a much smaller wheel mounted on a vertical shaft – the “quant” – which 
drove the top millstone. The smaller wheel would probably also have been of cast-
iron, but furnished with sockets for wooden cogs. It is this wheel that was missing. 

The new wheel will have 15 cogs giving a gear ratio of 6.9:1 i.e. one revolution of the 
sails will turn the millstone 6.9 times. The head millstones have a diameter of 53 
inches (1.35 metres), and the revolving stone weighs nearly one ton. 

The wheel (known as a “stone-nut”) is formed by making a full-size pattern of it in 
wood. This is used to make an impression in a 2-piece mould of resin-bonded sand, 
which is then filled with molten iron and allowed to cool. Once cool, the sand can be 
broken away leaving the iron casting to be blast-cleaned ready for finishing. This 
casting work is carried out in a foundry, and small foundries are now becoming 
scarce in this country. 

The stone nut is mounted on a vertical shaft – the quant. This is also made from 
cast-iron, and has a forked lower end to fit into a coupling known as the “mace.” The 
forked bottom end of the quant goes into the hole in the centre of the millstone, and 
its top end is carried in a bearing on a transverse oak beam fixed across the mill 
body. The stone nut is situated near the top of the shaft, where it is fixed with 4 steel 
wedges. The cogs of the stone nut mesh with those in the brake wheel, driven by the 
mill’s sails. 

The mace is a cylindrical casting with various sockets, and is situated in the centre 
hole of the top millstone, just above the top of the lower millstone. The top millstone 
has an iron “bridge bar”, which actually looks like a hump-backed bridge, and this is 
fixed across the centre hole, its ends being cemented into the millstone. This bar 
was still present in the millstone, and fits into a corresponding slot in the top of the 
mace, so that the mace can drive the millstone round. At right-angles to this slot are 



two sockets into which the forked end of the quant fits, so that the quant can drive 
the millstone via the mace. 

The mace is carried on the tapered, square top end of the “stone spindle”, and has a 
corresponding central socket that goes right through it from top to bottom. The stone 
spindle is circular just below the mace where it is carried in a bearing in the centre of 
the lower millstone, contained in an iron box. The stone spindle continues on down 
below the bottom millstone, and has a spherical bottom end that is carried in a 
bearing known as the “footstep bearing.” This bearing carries the weight of the upper 
millstone, as well as all the items mentioned above. 

The footstep bearing is carried on a hinged beam (the “bridge tree”) that can be 
raised and lowered to adjust the distance between the upper and lower millstones, 
and hence control how fine the flour will be. 

Patterns have been made for the stone nut, quant and mace, and these are with the 
foundry to be cast in iron. Patterns have also been made for the quant top bearing (2 
pieces) millstone box bearings (2 pieces) and the footstep bearing. These will be 
cast by the foundry in gun metal, which is an alloy of copper and tin, traditionally 
used for bearings. 

An octagonal wooden skirting has been made for the lower millstone, which fixes it in 
place, and upon which the wooden tun casing sits. The cast-iron box that is fixed into 
the lower millstone has been cleaned out ready to fit the new bearings. A new steel 
top plate and leather washer have been made to seal out dust from the box. 

Work continues on various other parts of the millstone drive. 

 


